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Building your personal brand is an important part of your career journey. It’s a way of creating a 
vision for your future and helping you see the steps you need to take to make that vision a reality. 
Just like a strong corporate brand does for a business, your personal brand will allow you to 
differentiate yourself from everyone else, showcase your unique strengths, market your results, 
and quantify your business value. Through the process of developing a recognizable personal 
brand, you’ll learn more about who you are and what you want out of your career and your life. As 
a result, you’ll gain confidence, become more focused, and strengthen your credibility with 
others.  
 
The My Career Journey Bio (MCJ Bio), which communicates your personal brand, is part of your 
My Career Journey report. This report provides a snapshot of your brand and your career path, 
including your competency levels and targets, your development plan and progress toward goals, 
certificates, skills, and other accomplishments. 
 

Tips for Writing Your MCJ Bio 
 
To help you write your My Career Journey Bio, Skill Builder asks 3 questions: 
 

1. How long have you been in your current role, and what is a particular strength you bring 
to this role?  

2. What are your interests and goals for this year? 
3. What are your longer term career goals? 

 
Build Your Brand 
Think beyond technical skills when listing your strengths. What about critical core skills, like 
listening, empathy, and creativity? Do you have a growth mindset? Are you curious, fearless? 
These are key skills for all of us, particularly emerging leaders. Are you strong in solving complex 
problems and telling stories that explain solutions? These are essential skills for technologists. 
Pick two or three to highlight. 
 
Clarify Goals 
Write down one goal for this year. For example, do you want to master a specialized skill like data 
visualization or encourage more innovation and collaboration in your team? Write down a three-
to-five-year goal as well. Keep it brief, but make it front and center on your My Career Journey 
page. That way, each time you go into Skill Builder to work on your personal development, you’ll 
be reminded of the next destinations in your journey. 
 
Keep it Current 
Update your bio a couple of times a year, and be willing to pivot and adjust as things change. The 
key is to set goals. Get input from your mentors or managers: Are your pushing yourself enough? 
Are your goals realistic? Make goals and goal-setting part of your career conversations. 
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